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Getting Started 
The main screen shows your drawings and themes. 
Add new drawings or themes via the plus buttons.  



Isometric(ally) 
Isometric images can be created on a triangular grid. 


You can quickly create an illusion of 3D by using 
different shades for sides in different orientations.




Draw 

Basics


Tap to add a point. Tap again. And again. When you 
tap of the starting point the shape you outlined will be 
drawn.


Drag to move around the canvas.




Pinch to zoom in and out.


Choose colours by tapping on them.


(On iPhone swipe on the colours to show the 
secondary shades.)


Tap on X to clear your current drawing.


The palette button allows you to choose a new theme 
for your drawing.


The grid button allows you to change the background 
colour and guide grid.




Finally the controls at the top allow you to:


Share/export your drawing (see below).


Undo the last point or completed shape.


Redo the action you last undid (assuming you haven’t 
done another action since).


Edit the layers of the drawing (see advanced).




Advanced


We’ve already seen most of the drawing tools and 
controls. But for more complex drawings the layers 
become more important.


Tap on the layer button (top right) to see your layers.


Tap on + to add a layer. 


Rearrange with rearrange button. So you can control 
which layered appear above others.


Swipe to delete a layer.


Tap to select a layer.




Tap again to edit the layer opacity (how transparent it 
is). This allows for more sophisticated shading, 
layering and drawing window-like things. Combining 
this with layer order allows you a lot of control over 
how things look. 



Themes 
Themes allow you to share a look and feel across 
different drawings. And to quickly change how a 
drawing looks. They are very simple to create.


Just choose a primary and secondary colour. 5 shades 
are generated for each giving you a selection of 
colours, tailored for 3D-ish drawings.  



Export 
Isometrically offers several export/sharing options.




SVG

Is ideal for web use or when you want to either 
produce high quality print outs or move to another 
graphics application for post processing.


It is a vector format preserving essentially complete 
detail.




You can see a preview of how it might look on a 
website.


Often these SVG images are very small file sizes 
(potentially 100x smaller than a typical asset) allowing 
you to include rich images in a website but have it 
load extremely quickly.


Isometrically also includes class names and grouping 
in the SVG allowing you to animate with Javascript or 
customise with CSS.


PNG


Is ideal for sharing. You can go up to 4k+ sizes of 
export.


